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Network Bandwidth Sharing for Transporting Rate-Adaptive
Packet Video Using Feedback *
Y. Thomas Hout
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Abstract
This paper presents a framework for network bandwidth sharing to transport rat,e-a,daptivepacket video
using feedback. We show how a weight-based bandwidth sharing policy can be used to allocated network
bandwidth among competiug video connections and
design a feedhack control algorithm using the available bit rate (ABR) Hom control mechanism. A novel
video source rate adaptation algorithm is int.roduced
to decouple a video source's actual transmission rate
from the rate used for the protocol convergence. We
also demonstrate how an on-line minimum rate renegotia,tion and weight adjust,ment, niechanisms can be
employed to furt,her enhanc? the Hexihilit,?of our feedback control protocol.

1

Introduction
The ABR prot,ocol has been recently shown to be

a, viable feedback control mechanism for traiisporting

rat,e-adaptive video [6; 7, 111. A key performance issue associated with using feedback to control video
t,ransmission is network bandwidth sharing among
competing video connections. Prior efforts such as
[5; 8, 9. 111 did not address t,his issue. In [6, 71, a
MCR-proportional max-min policy was proposed to
support rate-adaptive video. But it is not clear what,
a distributed feedback cont.ro1 algorit,hni should be
employed to achieve such network bandwidth sharing
policy.
This paper presents a framework for network bandwidth sharing for rate-adaptive video connections using an ABR-like feedback control.
We first present a generic weighbbased bandwidth
sharing policy, also called Weigh-Proportional MaxMin (WPMM) policy, to allocate network bandwidth
among video connections. Unlike [6; 71 where the
weight of a connection is its MCR, the weight associated with ea,ch connection in this paper is generic, i.e..
decoupled (or independent) from its MCR. To achieve
such policy in a distributed network, we design a feedback control algorithm employing ARR mechanism.
VFre show tha,t,our algorithm provides guaranteed convergence to U:PMM polic3- among video connections
under any network configuration.
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Our feedback control algorithm has the a t h c t i v e
propertj- that, a source's aclnal transmission rate can
be decoupled from the rate inforinatioii used for the
convergence of flow cont,rol protocol. To take advant,age of this property. we present a novel video source
rate adaptation algorithm. which provides a snioot,li
(i.e. infrequent) encoder rate adjustment according
to its own time scale. We show t,liat our video source
rate adaptation algorithm is able to adjust a video
source's rate gracefully t,o potent,ial available net,u,ork
halidwidth without undergoing the undesirable frequent fluctuations of feedback ra,te.
Another major contribut,iou of this paper is t,hat,
we have demonstrat,ed the feasibility of oil-line d>-nainic reuegotiat,ioii of sustaiuable rate (MCR) and
weight, assignment. Such flexibility is part,icular irrportant siuce the initial estimate of minimum rat,e
requirement (MCR) or rieight ma? not be accurat,e
to reHect the acdual ueed of a, particular video connect,ion. Without such renegotiat,ion mechanisms. an
accurate estima,te o€ MCR is essential to support ininimum video qualit~i. We show that by using on-line
minimum rate renegotiation and weight adjustment
mechanisms. each video connection can adapt, to a
new sustainable bandwidth (MCR) or a new weight,
assignment during the course of the connection.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 examines the ABR mechanism and shows
compelling mot,ivations of using such mechanism to
transport, rate-adaptive video. Section 3 presents t,he
weight-based bandffidth sharing policy. In Section 4.
we show an ABR algorithm t,o achieve such handwidth
sharing policy. Sect,ion 5 presents a video source rate
achptation algorithm. In Seclioii 6, we demonstrate
an on-line MCR renegot,iation and weight adjustment
mechanism, Section 7 concludes this paper.

2

Supporting Rate-Adaptive Video
Using an ABR-Like Mechanism

The ABR mechanism allows a source end system to
adjust its information transfer rate based on the bandwidth a>railahility in the netu-ork [I]. A generic ABR
flow cont.ro1 mechanism for a connectiou is shomn in
Fig. I . Despite ihe somewhat complex specifications
for ABR in [l],t,he basic idea for ABR is: in fact,
quite simple. Basically. ABR employs the cooperation between the sources and the network through
the following two key components: 1) Iuformatioii
exchange: Special control packets (or Resource Management (RM)) cells are used t,o exchange information between the sonrces aud the network: a,nd 2)
Source ratc adaptatiou: A SOUKC adjust,s its transmissioii rate based on the feedhacl; informaaioir in the
ret,uriiing RM cells.
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Figure 1: ABR mechanism.
For the video sources considered in this paper,
we assume that each video employs adaptive, multilayered encoding combined with feedback-based rate
control mechanism and can let its encoder match the
explicit feedback rate in the returning RM cell. The
adaptive multi-layered encoding divides the real-time
video stream into high and low priority streams, and
the feedback mechanism control the output rates of
each of these streams to account for the congestion
state of the network. The high priority cell rate can
be adjust,ed to approximate to the amount of some
guarant,eed minimum bandwidth through reservation,
while the low priority cell rate is adjusted to make use
of any additional unguaranteed (or available) bandwidth. The control of the overall output rate of the
video encoder requires the adjustment of the encoder's
quantization (or coarseness) parameters.
When used t,o transport such video traffic in an integrated services network, an ABR-like flow control
mechanism combines the best features of CBR and
VBR traffic control without their major drawbacks.
The admission control can make resource reservation for the lowest acceptable quality of service for
video. In particular, the MCR concept in ABR comes
naturally to provide such CBR-like service to ensure
minimum video transmission and presentation quality. With feedback, the video encoder can still adjust
its transmission rate by modulating the quantization
level to aggressively adapt to any additional available
bandwidth from the network through the explicit rate
information in the returning RM cell. This is much
simpler than having to make a prior assumption about
the traffic statistics that a video source may have.

3

A Bandwidth Sharing Policy

Since there are many video connections in a net,.
work, each trying to exploit additional available bandwidth, ensuring fairness in bandwidth sharing is a
challenging problem. This is due to the fact that a
feedback-based control is distributed in nature and
does not have a global view of the network. Therefore,
when we design afeedback control algorithm, it is fundamental that, such algorithm can achieve some rate
allocation policy objective. In this section, we show
how a, particular network bandwidth sharing policy
can be used for transporting rate-adaptive compressed
video. This policy guarantees each video connection
the required bandwidth for minimal acceptable presentation quality. At the same time, it efficiently
and fairly alloca,tes the remaining network bandwidth
among video connections to further enhance their presentation quality.

In our model, a network JV is characterized by interconnecting switches with a set of links C. Let Ce
be the capa.city of link t E C. A set of video connections S are supported by the network and share the
network bandwidth. Each connection s E S traverses
one or more links in C and is allocated a specific rate.
Let Se denote the set of connections traversing link t
and MCR, and PCR8 be the minimum required rate
and peak rate constraint (usually imposed by the end
system's port access speed) for each video connection
s E S. In our policy, once a video connection is admitted into the network, its minimum rate MCR) is
always guaranteed. For feasibility, we must ave

i,

MCR, 5 Ce for every P E C.
s

(1)

E Sm

This criterion is used by admission control at call
setup time to determine whether or not t,o accept a
new video connection.
From Eq. ( l ) , we see that there may be excessive
bandwidth available on link C E C after first allocating each connection with its sustainable bandwidth
(MCR). We employ the following policy to allocate
the remaining network bandwidth. We let each connection s E S be associated with a weight (or priority)
w s . Such weight is set by each user at call set up time.
The remaining network bandwidth is allocated by using the weighted version of the m a - m i n policy based
on each connection's weight. The final bandwidth allocated to each connection is its minimum rate plus
an additional "weighted" max-min share. The following algorithm shows how this rate allocation policy
works.

Algorithm 1

Weight-Based Rate Allocation

1. Start the rate allocation of each connection with
its minimum rate (MCR).

2. Increase the rate of each connection with an
increment proportional to its weight until either some link becomes saturated or some connection reaches its peak rate constraint (PCR),
whichever comes first.

3. Remove those connections that either traverse
saturated links or have reached their PCRs and
the capacity associated with such connections
from the network.

4. If there is no connection left, the algorithm terminates; otherwise, go back to Step 2 for the remaining connections and remaining network ca0
pacity.
Note that the weight of each connection is decoupled (i.e. independent) from its minimum rate.
This adds considerable more flexibility than a MCRproportional m a - m i n policy used in [6]. We use
the following example to illustrate bow Algorithm 1
works.

Example 1 A T h r e e - N o d e N e t w o r k
In this network (Fig. a), there are four video connections and the output, port links of SW1 (Link 12)
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VCI
_

VC1

MCR (Mbps)

vc2

0.5
1.5

VC3
vc4

2.0
1.0

PCR (Mbps) Weight
_ Rate Allocation
i.5
9.0
4.0
10.0

(Mbys)

1
3

~

4
2

Table 2: Iterations of rate allocation for each connect,ion in t,he three-node net,work.
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End System Behavior
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Figure 2 : A three-node network configura,tion.
and SW2 (Link 23) are potential bottleneck links for
these connect,ions. Assuming the capacit,y of Link12
and Link23 are 10 Mbps, and the iiiiiiimuni bandwidth requirement, peak bandwidth constraint. and
weight for each connection are list,ed in Table 1. Table 2 shows the iterations of using Algorithm 1 to
0
achieve our nebwork bandwidth sharing policy.
Also shown in the above examples is that, the
weight proportional rule is used only during the intermediate steps in Algorithm 1 and the the final bandwidth allocated t,o each connection. after offsetted by
its minimum rate, may not necessarily be proportional
to its weight. A connection that, traversing roore hops
(or bot,tleneck links) usually gets smaller proportion of
bandwidth (with respect to its weight) than a connection with the same weight going through feirer number of hops. Anodher point, worth mentioning is that
only the MCR portion is intended to provide a CBRlike rate service and any additional handwidth sharing from the remaining network bandwidt,h based on
each connection's weight is unguarant,eed since they
may be taken by a newly joined video connect,ion with
some minimum rate requirement

4

Source Behavior:'
The source starts with ACR := ICR, ICR 2
MCR;
For ever)- IV,, transmitt,ed da,t,acells. t.he source
sends a forward RM(CCR, MCR. ER. TT) cell
wit,h its fieids initialized with CCR := ACR:
MCR := MCR; ER := PCR; JI' := W:
Upon t,be receipt of a backward RM(CCR. MCR.
ER, TV) cell from the destinat,ion. the ACR at the
source is adjusted to: ACR := ER.
Destiiiatiori Behavior: The destination end
system of a connection returns every RM cell
U
back towards the source upon receiving it.
Yow we present the swit.ch algorithm used in the
network. which calculates the rat,e allocation for each
connect,ion. The following are the link parameters and
variables used by our switch algorithm.
nc: Number of connections in Si. i
rj: CCR value of connection i E St,at, link 8.
bh: Bit used to mark connection i E Si at link 8.
bh = 1 if connection i t St is marked at link L or 0
otherwise.
M e : Set of connections marked at link
i.e.
M~={ilitS~andb).=l}.
Ui: Set of connections unmarked at link I , i.e.
Ut = { i l i E S r a i i d b k = O ) , a n d M e U U i = S c .
pi: A variable at link C used to facilitate rate calculation, which is calculated as follows.

e,

Feedback Control Algorithm

In this section, we show how an ABR-like flow cont.rol algorithm can be designed to achieve the weightbased bandwidth sharing policy Cor rat,e-adaptive
video service. We first specifj- each connection's
source and destiiration behaviors [l].

Algorithm 3
if I I ! = 0 then

pt Calculatioii
:= CO;

We use some unspecified field in the RM cell to carry t,he

connect,ion's Ir.eight.
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else if nt = lMel then
pt :=

ce - c i c s , 4 + max ra - MCRi .
CiES,
iESr
w;
10%

else
pt :=

(cf- xiEs,
M C R ~) xieMt(rj- M C R ~ )
.
CiE24 wi

0

The following algorithm specifies our switch behat-ior at each output port, with the following initializations: Se= $: nx = 0: and ,U -) = 00.

~.

As shown in the above end systems and switch algorithms. each source is allowed to transmit at a rate of
ACR and adjust its ACR to the ER rate upon receiving returning RM cell. The CCR field in the forward
RM cell (set to ACR. at source) informs the switch
along its traversing path about the connection’s current rate. The variable pi at link C E L estimates
MCR-offsetted and weight-normalized max-min rat,e.
The switches maintains a table at each output port
to record a,ll the t,raversing connections and their rate
information. The set of connections are considered
“un-conforming” (denoted by set Ut at link if their
last seen CCR satisfies
> pt. Similarly,

e)

connections with CCRGMCR 5 pt are said to be
“conforming” (denoted xy set M i at link
and are
therefore marked with the b hit (set to 1). The conA l g o r i t h m 4 Switch Behavior
nections in the conforming set are assumed satisfying
Upon the receipt of a forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, W) our rate allocation while those in the un-conforming
set are still under transient iterations. During the
cell from the source of Connection i {
iteration process, after each time pt is updated, a
if RM cell signals connection termination2{
connection previously belonging to Me may he unSt := S
t - { i } ; nt := nt - I:
marked and become a, connection in Ut. It has been
t,ahle_update():
shown that eventually all connections in the network
I
I
become conforming and satisfy our bandwidth sharing
if RM cell signals connection initiation {
policy [ 2 ] .
St := st U { i ) ; ni := np 1;
?.j:= CCR; M C R ~:= MCR: wi :=
Simulation R e s u l t s
b; := 0;
We use some simulation results to show the convertable-update():
gence property of our algorithm. For the networks in
1
the simulation, all ATM switches are assumed to have
else {
output port buffering with sufficient internal switch1,: := CCR;
ing capacity for the aggregate rates of all input ports.
Each output port employs the simple first-in-first-out
if (VJ-MCR‘ i_ pe) then bh := 1;
(FIFO) queuing discipline for all cells destined to that
table-update();
W.
port. We assume t,he internal switching delay for a cell
I
from an input port to an output port is 4 ps does
destination:
Forward
R“(CCR’ MCR’ ER’
towards its
not include the queuing delay at the output port!). In
consistent with the link capacity used in the exam1
ples in Section 3 , we set Ct = 10 Mbps at every link
C E L for explicit rate calculation (Algorithm 4). In
upan receiving a backward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, w) actual simulation, we set the link capacity to 10.526
(= &) Mbps and a target link utilization of 0.95,
cell from the destination of connection i {
ER := mm{min{ER, ( p f . wi + MCR’)}, MCRi}; i.e., ci =
x 0.95 = 10. By setting a target link
Forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, W) towards its
utilization strictly less than 1, we ensure that the potential buffer build up during transient period will be
source;
eventually emptied upon algorithm convergence. The
}
distance from an end system (source or destination)
to the switch is 1 kilometer and the link distance hetahle.update()
tween switches is 1000 kilometer (corresponding to a
{
the propagation
rate_calculation_l:use Algorithm 3 to calculate p j ; wide area network). m7e
lS
P
per
kllometer’
Unmark anv marked connection i E So at link
At a source side, we set the initial transmission rate
i.;-MCRL
with
w,
>pi;
(i.e. ICR) to be the same as the minimum required
rate.calculation2 use Algorithm 3 to calculate p t ; rate (MCR) for tile “ideo. N , is
~ set to 32 for all
video connections.
i f ( p t < p i ) , then {
Unmark any marked connection i E S
t at
A Peer-to-Peer N e t w o r k
+MCR
link t with 7
> pt:
For this network (Fig. 3), there are three connecrate.calculation.$: use Algorithm 3 to
tions going to the same output port of SW1. The mincalculate pt again;
imum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, weight,
and rate allocation for each connection are listed in
i
i
0
Table 3.
Figure 4 shows the ACR at source for VC1, VC2,
2This informationis conveyed through some unspecifiedbits
in the RIM
whicll can be set either at the
or the UNI.
and VC3, respectively. Each connection starts with
~

I

e)

” ~I

+

w;

w,

&&

e
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Table 3: Minimum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, weight, and weight,-based rate allocation for each
connection in t.he peer-to-peer net,work.
VCI MCR (Mbps) PCR (Mbps) Keight
VC1
1.5
10.0
I
______________
1.0
3.0
1
vc2
1
0.5
5.0
VC3

Rate Allocation (Mbps)
3.0
3.0

Figure 3. A peer-to-peer netx.ork
BO

Figure 5: The ACR of all connect,ions for the threenode net,mork configuration.
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Figure 4: The ACR of all connections €or the peer-topeer network configuration
its minimum rate. The first RM cell of each connection returns to its source after one round trip time
(RTT), or 10 ms. After a few iterations, me see
that the cell rate of each connection converges to the
rate listed in Table 3. Also, we find that during the
course of iterations. the ACR, of each connection is
bounded bet,ween its miniinulii rate and peak rate,
i.e., MCR 5 ACR 5 PCR.
The Three-Node Network
For this nebnrork (Fig. 2), there are four connect,ions and the output, port, links of S W l (Linkl2) and
SW2 (Link23) are potential bottleneck links. The
minimum required rate, peak rate const,raint. weight,
and rate allocation for each connection are listed in
Table 1.
Figure 5 shows the ACR of each connect,ion under nur feedback control algorithm. Again. each connection starts with its niinimuin rate. The ACR of
each connection is always bounded between its MCR
and PCR during the course of the connection. Upon
convergence, the rate allocation for each connection
matches its rate listed in Table 1.
A Parking Lot Network
Fig. 6 shows a parking lot configuration, where co11nections VC1 and VC2 start from the first smit,ch and
go to the last, switch; and connections VC3 and VC4
~~~~

~~~~

start from SW2 and SW3. respectively: and ierininaae
at the last, switch.
Table 4 lists the minimum rat.e requirement. peak
rate constraint, weight, and our rate allocation under
Algorithm 1 for each connection.
Fignre 7 shows the ACR of each connectioii under
our feedback control algorithm. Again. each connection's rate starts to transmit, at MCR and conrerges
to the opt.imal rates listed in Table 4.

6 0

z
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VCI

MCR (Mbps)

PCR (Mbps)

Weight

VCl

1.5
1.0
1.0
0.5

3.5
2.0
5.0
5.0

4
2

VC2
VC3

VC4

5

Video Source Rate Adaptation Algorithm

A problem associated with our ABR-like feedback
control algorithm is that during the tmnsient convergence period when the algorithmis attempting t o coilverge to the final rate allocation, the ER value in the
returning RM cells is continually changing. Since the
ACR of a source is adjusted to ER immediately upon
receiving a returning RM cell (see Algorithm 2). ACR
for the source is also continually changing. For exauiple, in the simulation results in Figs. 4, 5, and particularly in Fig. 7, the ACR variable of a connection
keeps undergoing fluctuations during the convergence
period. Such transient fluctuation of ACR is undesira,ble since the video encoder’s quantization adjustment period may not be able to follow such frequent,
variations of ER value in the returning RM cells. Also,
the rapid fluctuations of the video coding rate may
adversely impact the video qualit,y.
In this section, we present a novel video source rate
adaptation algorithm that separates a source’s actual
transmission rate from its ACR variable. It is both
simple to implement and effective to adapt to the final optimal bandwidth share. Our video source rat,e
adaptation algorithm is based on the following fundamental property of our feedback control algorithm.
Note that in our source algorithm (Algorithm 2),
the ACR of a source is adjusted immediately upon
receiving a returning RM cell. A closer look at the
mechanics of our switch algorithm (Algorithm 4) reveals that the ACR variable at a source (recorded as
CCR in the forward RM cell) is used as a variable
solely for the purpose of distrihut,ed protocol convergence iterations and a source’s true transmission rate
does not affect the convergence property. That is, a
source’s true transmission rate does not have to be
identical to its ACR. at, all time. For example, as
long as a source’s true transmission rate is between
its MCR and ACR, the overall feedback control protocol can still operate properly (i.e. the ACR for each
connection will converge to our optimal rate allocation). Such decoupling property is a consequence of
our special design of switch algorithm where a table is
used to keep track of the traversing connections and
their rate information, and the fact that a source’s
true transmission ra,te does not play any role in the
ER calculation. Feedback control algorithms such as
[3, 4, 6, 101 are unable to offer such rate decoupling
property since a source’s true transmission rate is used
in ER calculation.
We propose the following simple source rate adaptation algorithm for each video, which utilizes our

8
9

Rate Allocation (Mbps)
2.543
1.522
3.087
2.848

uiiique rate decoupling property in our feedback control algorithm. Instead of setting a video source’s
actual transmission rate directly to its ACR, we introduce a new parameter at the source, called True
Cell Rate (TCR), t o decouple the direct relationship
between a source’s actual transmission rate and the
ACR variable. The T C R will be the true transmission rate of a video source and the ACR will only
be used as a reference variable by the source for the
convergence of flow control protocol. A source keeps
updating its ACR upon receiving each returning RM
cell but only adjusts its transmission rate (i.e. TCR)
at, a time interval, sa. I, which can he set flexibly
according to each source encoder’s physical property.
This is achieved by keeping a local clock at the source
as a time reference and use a variable called Rate
Adjustment Time (RAT) as a reminder for the next
time point that a source should adjust its transmission
rate. The details of a video source’s rate adaptation
algorithm is given in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5

Video Source Rate Adaptation

Initially, the source starts to transmit at
ACR := ICR with ICR 2 MCR and sets
RAT = time I.

+

Upon the receipt of a backward RM(CCR, MCR,
ER, W) cell from the destination
ACR := ER,
if (time 2 RAT) {
TCR := ACR,
RAT := RAT i
I;

1

0

Note that the rate adjustment interval I is a local
parameter that can be set by each source’s eucoder
based on its physical property. Thus, each source may
have different time interval I for its rate adjustment.
It should be clear that by using such source ra,te
adaptation algorithm and the switch algorithm Algo
rithm 4), our feedback control algorithm will sthl con:
verge to the final weight-based rate allocation. The
only difference is that the convergence time may be
different under the new source algorithm.
To demonstrate the performance of our new source
algorithm, we rerun the simulatiousin the last section.
Each video source is assumed to have a frame rate of
30 frameslsec, or 33.33 ms per frame.
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Figure '3: The TC,R of all video connections for t,he
three-node netTrork configuration.

Figure 8 shows the source's true transmission rate
(i.e. TCR) of each connection for the peer-to-peer
net.work (see Fig. 3 and Table 3). With the sonrce
rate adjustment interval set, t,o I I = I? = 100 rns
(or 3 frames) for sources 1 and 2, and Is = 133.33
ms (or 4 frames) for source 3. That is, sources 1
and 2 adjusts their transmission rate every 3 frames
while source 3 adjusts its rate every 4 frames. The
simulation for ACR parameter for each connectioii is
identical to those shown in Fig. 4. Comparing Fig. S
with Fig. 4;we find that our video source rate adaptat.ion algorithm shields effectively t,he source's rate
adjustment, from the undesirable ACR rate fluctuations during iterations while retaining the ability to
adapt to the same optimal rate upon convergence.
Figure 3 shows the T C R of each connection for
the three-node network (see Fig. 2 and Table 1). The
source rate adjustment intervals are I1 = I? = 100 ms
(or 3 frames) for sources 1 and 2: and 13 = I4 = 133.33
ms (or 4 frames) for sources 3 and 4. The ACR simulation of each connection is identical to the those shown
in Fig. 5. Again, we find that under our new source
ra,te adaptation algorithm, each video is able to adapt
smoothly to its final optimal rate without undergoing
the frequent ACR fluctuations during coiivergeiice period.
Figure 10 shows the simulation results of TCR for
each connection in che parking lot n e t n ~ r l i(scc Fig. 0
and Table 4). The source rate adjustment, intervals
a,re I1 = I2 = 100 ins (or 3 frames) for sources I and

~
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Tlma (",SI

Figure 8: The T C R of all video connections for the
peer-to-peer net,work configuration
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Figure 10: The TCR of all video connections for the
parking lot network configuration.

2, I , = 133.33 ms (or I frames) for source 3; and
I4 = 200 nis (or 6 frames) for source 4. The ACR
for all connections in this simulasion are identical to
those shown in Fig. 7. Again. under our new source
rate adaptation algorithm, the transmission rate o f
each connectioii adapts smoothly to its final optimal
ba,ndwidth share without undergoing undesirable rat,e
fluctuatioiis as shorx-n in Fig. 7.
In Algorithm 3 . a source-s rate adaptation int,nrval
I is a constant set by its encoder. Such fixed t,iming requirement may be further relaxed in our overall feedback control algorithm. That, is. each source
may adjust it,s rate at, a va,riable time intrvval I . One
of the sigmificanl benefits by using variable time interval for rat,e adjustment is t,liat, we can adjust, the
encoder's rate as soon as possible if the returning ER
value is less than the current TCR. This will help to
reduce network buffer requirements and alleviate network congest,ionsubstantially during transient period.

6

Dynamic M C R Renegotiation and
Weight Adjustment Mechanisms

In our feedback control algorithm. each conneciion
relies on MCR guarantee t,o support, minimum video
quality and a weight to share any excessive network
bandwidth beyond it,s miiiimum rate. We have been
implicitly assuming that. each connection has prior
knowledge of such requirements. However, it is sometimes difficultfor each connection to have an accurate
est,imate of its minimum required rate, let, alone to
specify how much weight to be request.ed. Therefore,
it will be very useful that a user can renegotiate its
MCR or adjust its weight should the user feels necessary. This section demonst,rat~essuch capability in
our feedback control algorit,hm.

6.1

MCR Renegotiation

Our feedback control algorithm is a,ble to provide
MCR renegotiation. The only criterion that needs to
be checked is that, the sum of the new set of MCRs
cannot exceed the link's capacity on any link it, traverses (see Eq. (1)). If Cq. (1) is satisfied. then the
newly negotiated minimum rat,e may be granted, ot,herwise, the request, is rejected.
It should he clear that each time when a connection
changes its minimum rate. the optimal rate allocation
for all connections in t,he neisvork will change under
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Table 5 : Weight-based rate allocation for each connection in the peer-to-peer network before and after VC3 has
renegotiated a new MCR.
VCI
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VCI

hrfore I after
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~~
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50
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Figure 11: The T C R of all video connections for the
peer-to-peer network configuration. VC3 has renegotiated a new MCR requirement.

Figure 12: The T C R of all video connections for the
three-node network configuration. VC1 changed its
weight from 0.5 t o 4.0.

Algorithm 1. We claim that our distributed feedback
control algorithm is able to reiterate and converge to
such new optimal rate allocation for all connections.
This is because the convergence property of our switch
behavior is independent from MCR renegotiation.
As an example, for the peer-to-peer network shown
in Fig. 3, Table 3 shows the minimumrate, peak rate,
weight, and optimal rate allocation for each connection. Our feedback control algorithm is shown to converge to the optimal rate allocation iii Table 3 for
each connection (see Fig. 4). Table 5 shows the the
rate allocation for each connection when the minimum
rate for VC3 is changed from 0.5 Mbps to 3.0 Mbps.
The simulation results of our distributed algorithm
before VC3's MCR change has been shown in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 11, we continue the same simulation run in
Fig. 4 and at timet = 300 ms, we change VC3's MCR
requirement from 0.5 Mbps to 3.0 Mbps. At time
t = 400ms, VCl and VC2 adapt to their new bandwidth of 3.0 Mbps and 2.5 Mbps, respectively (since
II = Iz = 100ms); at 1 = 433.33ms, VC3 adapts to its
new optimal rate of 4.5 Mbps (since I = 133.33ms).
The new rate allocation for each connection by our
feedback control algorithm match the optimal rates
listed in Table 5.

(or available) network bandwidth in addition to its
mimmumrate. Similar to the case in MCR renegotiation, once a coiinection adjusts its weight, the optimal
bandwidth allocation for all connections will change
under Algorithm 1. Again, our feedback control algorithm is able to converge t o the new optimal rate
vector through distributed iterations.
As an example, for the three-node network (Fig. a),
with minimumrate and peak rate for each connection
being the same as t.hose listed in Table 1, Table 6
shows the optimal rate allocation (under Algorithm 1)
for each connection before and after the weight of VC1
is adjusted from 0.5 to 4.0. Figure 12 continues the
same simulation run in Fig. 9 and at time 1 = 300 ms,
the weight of VC1 is adjusted from 0.5 to 4.0 in its
forward RM cells. At time t = 400 ms, the rates for
VC1 and VC2 have adapted to their new optimalrates
of 3.7 Mbps and 2.7 Mbps, respectively (since I1 =
I2 = 100 ms); and at t = 433.33 ms, the rates of VC3
and VC4 have also each adapted to their optimal rates
of 3.6 Mhps and 6.3 Mbps (since Is = 14 = 133.33
ms). Comparing with those rates M e d in Table 6,
we have demonstrated that our distributed feedback
control algorithm is able to adapt to the new optimal
rate vector under weight adjustment of a connection.

6.2

Weight Adjustment

Unlike MCR renegothtion, where a connection's
MCR adjustment may be denied if such negotiation
violates Eq. ( l ) , the adjustment of a connection's
weight is always achievable. This is because the minimum rate of a, coimection corresponds to a guaranteed
rate and offers a CBR-like service, while the weight
of a connection is used t,o share any unguaranteed

7 Concluding Remarks
The ABR flow control mechanism offers attractive
features for transporting rate-adaptive video. Such
feedback control keeps the simplicity of admission
control for CBR t o guarantee the minimum video
quality and exploits any available network bmdwidth
through feedback. This paper sets up a framework
for network bandwidth sharing among rate-adaptive
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Table 6: FVeight-based rate allocation for each connection in the t,hree-node netm-or%after \'Cl changes its
weight,.
VCI

MCR (Mbps)

PCR (hlbps)

Weight
before

vc3
VC4

1
I

1.5

2.0

4.0

1.0

10.0

video using the ABR-like feedback control. The main
contributions in this paper are listed as follows. We
showed hoff a weight-based network bandwidth sharing policy can be used for video connections and
presented a n ABR-like feedback control algorithm t o
achieve this policy in a dist,rihuted net,work. Our feedhack control algorithm is designed with the unique
property that a source's actual transmission rate can
he decoupled from the ACR variable used for protocol
convergence. By- taking advantage of such propert,y.
we proposed a novel sonrce rate adapt,ation algorithm
and demonst,rated that our overall feedback control
algorithm is capable t o converge smoot,hlj- t o the final optimal rat,es without frequent fluct~uationsduring
transient period. Furthermore, we showed how simple MCR renegotiarion and weight adjustnient. mechanisms can be rmploged to fnrther enhance our distributed flom control algorithm for video t,raffic.
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